ASSESSING THE LEGALITY OF VIRTUAL CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS
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A simple peer to peer cash system enables
Bitcoin users to pay for goods and services
in accepted venues by placing their mobile
phones near a receptor to transfer funds. In
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Despite much opposition, Bitcoin usage is
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virtual currency. The nature of the
decentralised currency diminishes the
power of a Central Bank to print money at
their discretion and so this drastically
reduces the likelihood of inflation and by
extension, financial crisis. In addition,
minimal fees apply to Bitcoin transactions
and one’s account cannot be frozen. Bitcoin
payment network now enables you to buy
a very wide range of goods and services.
More importantly, the need for individuals
to use encryption codes for each and every
payment curbs the likelihood of fraud,
money laundering and other financial
crimes.

In the USA, much progress has been made
in regulating the use of virtual currencies;
New York's BitLicense was the first virtual
currency-specific
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the country. The categorisation of Bitcoin
as
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that
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transactions. Despite its regulation, the
American monetary system still fails to
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Historically, an offshore financial services
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Nigeria
In Nigeria, the Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN) has received Bitcoin with more
interest than scepticism for reasons such as
its global availability and lower transaction
fees. CBN also highlights the rapid rate of
growth of digital payments in the country
in the past few years and as such sees
digital transactions gradually replacing fiat
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virtual currencies is tax evasion which is an

repository to the relevant Bitcoin

offence in many jurisdictions. Canada

account as experienced by a British
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reversed, fraudulent transactions
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Banking

Authority
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a

statement, warning of investment risk,
fraud, tax evasion and other crimes
connected to virtual currency use.

managed

under

system
payments
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where
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Bitcoin

enthusiasts are limited to using the
payment system only where it is
acceptable.

As

result

of

its

The French were swift in declaring that all

decentralised

digital transactions would be subject to

transactions cannot be reversed,

taxation.

except refunded by the receiver.

The Chinese government in 2013 banned
financial institutions from transacting in
Bitcoin. A subsequent statement just ten
days later saw the ban on third party
payment processors from dealing with
exchanges. This monumental policy saw
the price of Bitcoin crash by about 50%.

structure,

‘Bitcoin

b. Furthermore, the price of Bitcoin is
highly volatile owing to the varied
degree

of

responses

different

economies have towards the digital
currency

which

permissiveness

ranges
to

from

outright

hostility. Given this, speculators are

Simply put, Governments are far more

advised

sceptical about the pervasive rise of Bitcoin

unrestrained buying of Bitcoins in

transactions than they are enthusiastic

anticipation of a bullish market for

about

Bitcoin prices.

its

innovative

structure

and

heavily

against

economic potential. Worth realising, is that
most of these fears are well founded. A few
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access to view transactions for any

harmful effects of financial criminals.

Bitcoin address.

Several Governments have already issued
guidelines as to the use of virtual

d. Finally, Bitcoin is an experimental

currencies to provide clarity in the short

currency it is inherently less stable

term.

in comparison to cash money.

transactions will surely grow considerably

In conclusion, while virtual currencies are
a form of private money which can be used
to make purchases, they do not generally
meet the legal criteria to be defined as
national currency because they are not
centrally controlled and as such, difficult to
tax, regulate and also mitigate against the

The

Laws

regulating

Bitcoin

as understanding of the system and
capacity to streamline its operation with
legal tender improves. But for the time
being, Bitcoin remains outside of legally
recognised money and will continue to
operate as an alternative means of payment
for private purchases.
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